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� Introduction

Why mathematical foundations� Many successful
applications of fuzzy logic and fuzzy set theory ���� ����
such as fuzzy control and many methods of fuzzy imag�
ing� 	rst appeared as heuristics� without any precise
mathematical justi	cation
 In such heuristic applica�
tions� the choice of techniques or parameters is usu�
ally done empirically
 After a su�cient amount of the
corresponding empirical data becomes available� this
data inspires mathematical foundations for the original
heuristics and empirical choices�

� in some cases� these mathematical foundations
simply con	rm the already made choices in such
cases� the existence of mathematical foundations
increased the reliability of the existing techniques

� in other cases� the detailed mathematical analy�
sis not only justi	ed the existing techniques� but
also provided better techniques� thus improving
the quality of the resulting applications �e
g
� the
stability or smoothness of fuzzy control see� e
g
�
���� ��� and references therein�


Generalizations of traditional ��� ���based fuzzy
techniques� Most applications of fuzzy methodology
are based on the traditional� ��� ���based fuzzy logic

While this traditional fuzzy logic is still an important
source of new applications� it has been noticed for some
time already that there also exist important practi�
cal problems in which the traditional fuzzy techniques
are not su�cient
 Their existence was 	rst noticed by
L
 Zadeh himself� and Zadeh has proposed new �heuris�
tic� ideas which lead to successful new applications of
fuzzy methodology�

� The 	rst group of such ideas contains the ideas
of Computing with Words and Granularity as a
new basis for fuzzy techniques
 Crudely speak�
ing� these ideas take into consideration that the
traditional interval ��� �� for truth values is� in
itself� only a useful 	rst approximation� and in

some applications� a more adequate set of truth
values is needed


� The second group of ideas is related to the con�
cept of Soft Computing� an umbrella term which
combines fuzzy� neural� genetic� interval� proba�
bilistic� and other techniques� and which aims at
a uni	ed approach in which each of these tech�
niques would be used for appropriate niche situ�
ations


What we are planning to do� In this paper� we de�
scribe new possible application�oriented directions to�
wards formalizing these new ideas�

� Re non���� �� fuzzy logics� there exist many the�
oretical generalizations of ��� ���fuzzy logic� lat�
tice logics� second order fuzzy sets� etc
 How�
ever� many of these notions are currently too gen�
eral to be practically e�cient
 In this paper� we
describe application�oriented e�cient subcases of
these general concepts such as�

� multi�D generalizations of fuzzy logic
�interval�valued� complex�valued� logics
based on partially ordered linear and non�
linear spaces� etc
�� and

� discrete modi	cations attempting to di�
rectly formalize the notion of computing
with words


� Re soft computing� there exist joint formalisms
combining fuzzy with neural and genetic� but
much fewer mathematical results combine fuzzy
with probability and alternative AI methods such
as logic programming
 In this paper� we mention
the corresponding results and directions


We also outline the applications �existing and poten�
tial� of the new formalisms�

� to image processing �in particular� to justifying
heuristic fuzzy and non�fuzzy methods in image
processing and in data processing in general�



� to decision making �especially related to image
processing�

� to foundations of physics and

� to education �and applied psychology in general�


Most of our application results came from several
collaboration projects with researchers from di�erent
	elds these application results are presented in the sep�
arate papers


� Multi�D generalizations of fuzzy logic� why

��� Why fuzzy technology� the main idea

Experts are often very skilled in solving real�life prob�
lems �e
g
� in control�
 Therefore� when we design an
automated systems for solving such problems� it is de�
sirable to use expert�s knowledge� skills� and experi�
ence


� Sometimes� this expert knowledge is formulated
in precise terms� so that it is reasonably easy to
represent this knowledge in terms understandable
to a computer


� However� in many real�life situations� an expert
cannot formulate his knowledge in precise mathe�
matical terms� he can only describe his knowledge
by using imprecise words from natural language


So� for a computer to be able to use this knowledge�
we must 	rst represent this knowledge in a form which
is understandable for a computer
 The corresponding
methodology was proposed by L
 Zadeh under the name
of fuzzy methodology ����


One of the main ideas behind fuzzy methodology is as
follows�

� When we represent the precise �crisp� knowledge�
then every statement is either true or false
 For
example� a crisp control rule may use a condition
�if x is positive� �i
e
� �if x � ���� which is true
for all positive values x and false for all other
values x


� On the other hand� when we represent the impre�
cise knowledge� we may have a condition P �x� of
the type �if x is large�
 This condition is ab�
solutely false for very small values x� absolutely
true for truly large values of x� but for interme�
diate values of x� the expert is uncertain whether
the corresponding value x is large or not


So� to describe� for every x� the expert�s knowledge
about P �x�� it is not su�cient to have two possible
�truth values� �degrees of certainty� �true� and �false��
we must also allow intermediate degrees of certainty


To implement this idea� we must be able�

� 	rst� to represent these intermediate degrees of
certainty inside a computer� and

� then� to process these values


��� Traditional ��� ���based fuzzy technology and
its limitations

In the computer� �true� is usually represented as ��
and �false� as �
 Therefore� it is natural to represent
intermediate degrees of certainty by real numbers be�
tween � and �� i
e
� by real numbers from the interval
��� ��
 In this representation� the expert�s degree of cer�
tainty d�P �x�� in each statement P �x� is represented
by a real number from the interval ��� �� this number
is often denoted by �P �x�


Most of the applications of fuzzy logic methodology are
based on this ��� ���based fuzzy logic �see� e
g
� ���� ����

However� from the applied viewpoint� the ��� ���based
methodology has a serious drawback�

� the very necessity for a fuzzy methodology comes
from the fact that expert statements are impre�
cise and fuzzy

� however� to apply the ��� ���based formalism� we
need to assign� to every �fuzzy� property P and
to every value x� a precise real number �P �x�


If the expert was unable to tell whether a given value
x �say ��� is large or not� we cannot expect from this
expert that he would be able to tell us his exact degree
of certainty that �� is large
 We can ask the expert to
mark this degree on a scale from � to �� but this will
enable us to get an approximate value� not the precise
one�

� an expert can probably meaningfully distinguish
between degree of certainty �
� and �
� �or� at
least� �
� and �
��� but

� it is highly improbable that an expert would be
able to meaningfully distinguish between� say de�
grees of certainty �
� and �
���


It is known in psychology that� in general�
humans are most comfortable with � to �
items to choose from ��� plus minus �� law�
see� e
g
� ���� ��� and ����� where this law
is used to describe the number of di�er�
ent membership functions in fuzzy control
rules�


In other words� we arrive at the following problem�

� The traditional ��� ���based fuzzy methodology
deals with the degrees of certainty as if they were
exactly known


� However� in reality� these degrees are themselves
known imprecisely�

So� to apply the ��� ���fuzzy methodology� we must
somehow transform the imprecise information into an
exact number
 Since the original information is impre�
cise� we can get somewhat di�erent precise numbers
�degree of certainty� to represent the same informa�
tion
 Di�erent degrees of certainty� in their turn� may



lead to di�erent controls� di�erent decisions� etc
 How
can we avoid this undesirable di�erence�

��� The 	rst approach to solving the problem
of ��� ���based fuzzy methodology� choosing the
least sensitive fuzzy techniques

The problem that we are trying to solve is that the
same original fuzzy information can lead to slightly dif�
ferent degrees of certainty� and this can lead to slightly
di�erent controls� decisions� etc
 We would like our de�
cisions to depend only on the initial expert information
and not on the exact way in which we represent this in�
formation in our computers
 Therefore� we would like
to choose a fuzzy methodology in which the results of
applying fuzzy techniques are the least sensitive to the
small changes in the initial degrees of certainty
 Let
us describe how this can be done� on the example of
choosing �and� and �or��operations


As we have mentioned� elicitation methods are approx�
imate� i
e
� we can get two di�erent values a and a� to
represent the same degree of certainty of a statement A

Similarly� for some other statement B� elicitation can
lead to two di�erent values b �� b�
 As a result� when we
want to estimate the degree of certainty in A�B� we
can apply the ��operation to di�erent pairs of values�
and get two di�erent results� f��a� b� and f��a�� b��

We would like to choose an ��operation in such a way
that this di�erence f��a�� b�� � f��a� b� between these
possible results is the smallest possible


In ���� ��� ���� we assumed that the elicitation error is
characterized by its absolute upper bound � � �� i
e
�
that if two values a and a� correspond to the same de�
gree of certainty� then ja�a�j � �
 With this de	nition�
we got the following results�

De	nition ��

� By a binary operation �or operation for short� we
mean a function f�a� b� from ��� �� � ��� �� into
��� ���

� A binary operation is called a ��operation if the
following conditions are true�

� f��� a� � �� f��� a� � a�

� f�a� b� � f�b� a� for all a� b�

� f�a� b� � a for all a and b�

� A binary operation is called an ��operation if the
following conditions are true�

� f��� a� � a� f��� a� � ��

� f�a� b� � f�b� a� for all a� b�

� f�a� b� � a for all a and b�

Remark� The above binary operations are slightly more
general than the usual t�norms and t�conorms in the
literature ���� ���


De	nition �� Let � � � be a positive real number� We
say that two real numbers are ��close if ja� a�j � ��

De	nition �� Let f be a binary operation� and let
� � � be a real number� By a ��sensitivity rf ��� of an
operation f � we mean the smallest real number � for
which for all a� a�� b� and b�� if a is ��close to a� and b
is ��close to b�� then f�a� b� is ��close to f�a�� b���

De	nition 
�

� We say that operations f�a� b� and g�a� b� are
equally sensitive if for every �� rf ��� � rg����

� We say that an operation f�a� b� is less sensitive
than an operation g�a� b�� if for every �� rf ��� �
rg���� and at least for one � � �� rf ��� � rg����

� We say that an ��operation f�a� b� is the least
sensitive ��operation� if it is either less sensitive�
or equally sensitive than any other ��operation�

� We say that an ��operation g�a� b� is the least
sensitive ��operation� if it is either less sensitive�
or equally sensitive than any other ��operation�

With respect to absolute elicitation error� we get the
following result�

Proposition �� ���� ��� ��� For absolute elicitation
error�

� f�a� b� � min�a� b� is the least sensitive ��
operation� and

� f�a� b� � max�a� b� is the least sensitive ��
operation�

Comments�

� Instead of comparing the worst�case sensitivity�
we could compare the average�case sensitivity

With respect to the average�case sensitivity� the
least sensitive operations are f��a� b� � a � b and
f��a� b� � a� b� a � b ���� ��� ���


� Alternatively� instead of the absolute error� we
may consider a more adequate relative error
 In�
deed�

� if we try to give an expert estimate of a prob�
ability� then it may be reasonable to assume
that� say� two estimates �
� and �
�� are
close �in the sense that they may describe
the same probability�

� this� however� does not necessarily mean
that the values � and �
�� �with the same ab�
solute di�erence �
��� are close in the above
sense� there is a big intuitive di�erence be�
tween � �meaning that the event is impos�
sible� and �
�� �meaning that the event is
possible but rare�� the di�erence that did
not exist between �
� and �
��


It is much more intuitively reasonable to assume
that when we consider �
� and �
�� to be close�



then we should consider �
�� and �
��� to be close
too
 In other words� it is more reasonable to be�
lieve that the above�described �closeness� is char�
acterized more adequately not by absolute di�er�
ence a � a�� but rather by a relative di�erence
�a � a���a
 This leads us to the following de	ni�
tion�

De	nition ��� Let � � � be a positive real number�
We say that two real numbers are ��close if ja� a�j �
� � jaj and ja� � aj � � � ja�j�

Comments�

� We formulated the inequalities in the form
ja�a�j � ��jaj� and not in the form ja�a�j�jaj � ��
because we want to also cover the case a � �


� In De	nition �� we only had one inequality� be�
cause the inequality ja�a�j � � does not change if
we �swap� a and a�
 For relative errors� the corre�
sponding inequality is not symmetric and hence�
we have to postulate both the original inequality
relating a and a� and a similar inequality relating
b and b�


For relative errors� we get the same choice of �and� and
�or��operations�

Proposition �� For relative elicitation error�

� f�a� b� � min�a� b� is the least sensitive ��
operation� and

� f�a� b� � max�a� b� is the least sensitive ��
operation�

Comments�

� For readers� convenience� all the proofs are placed
in the last section


� In the proof of Proposition � �as given in ���� ���
����� we did not use all the properties of �and�
and �or��operations fromDe	nition �
�
 Namely�

� For �and�� it is su�cient� instead of requir�
ing that f��� a� � � and f��� a� � a be true
for all a� to require these equalities only for
a � � and a � �


� Similarly� for �or�� it is su�cient� instead of
requiring that f��� a� � a and f��� a� � �
be true for all a� to require these equalities
only for a � � and a � �


For relative elicitation errors� we cannot make
this restriction� because then� as one can eas�
ily see� the following crisp�valued binary oper�
ations will be the least sensitive� f��a� b� �
sgn�a�� sgn�b� and f��a� b� � sgn�a� � sgn�b��
where sgn��� � � and sgn�a� � � for a � �


��
 What if the least sensitive ��� ���fuzzy
methodology is still too sensitive

In the above text� we described how to choose the least
sensitive ��� ���fuzzy methodology� i
e
� the methodol�
ogy for which the initial imprecision in the degrees
of certainty has the smallest e�ect on the result
 If
this smallest possible e�ect is negligible small� then we
should apply this methodology
 But what if� within
��� ���fuzzy methodology� even this smallest possible ef�
fect is still unacceptably large�

In this case� we have no other choice but to replace the
��� ���methodology with a more adequate approach


� Second order �and higher order� fuzzy logic
L�fuzzy logic� description and problems

��� Second order and higher order fuzzy logic�
why and how

Second order fuzzy logic� the main idea� In
the original ��� ���based fuzzy formalism� to represent
an arbitrary property� we must describe� for every ob�
ject x from the universe of discourse� a real number
�P �x� 	 ��� �� which characterizes our degree of cer�
tainty that this object x has the desired property
 This
function which assigns a number to each object is called
a membership function� or a fuzzy set


One of the main problems of the traditional ���� ���
based� fuzzy logic is that according to this logic� we
must use exact numbers from the interval ��� �� to repre�
sent experts� degrees of certainty� while in reality� these
degrees of certainty are� by themselves� a rather fuzzy
notion
 It is� therefore� natural to represent our degree
of certainty in a statement A not by a single �crisp�
number d�A� 	 ��� �� �as in the ��� ���based fuzzy logic��
but rather by a fuzzy number d�A�� i
e
� by a func�
tion �d�A� which assigns� to each possible real number

d 	 ��� ��� a degree �d�A��d� with which this number d

can be the �desired� degree of certainty of A


In the resulting formalism� if we want to describe an
arbitrary property P �x�� then� instead of a fuzzy set�
we must describe a complicated version of a fuzzy set�
in which� for each x� we get not a number �P �x� but
a fuzzy set �P �x�
 In other words� instead of a ��� ���
valued fuzzy set� we need a fuzzy set�valued fuzzy set

Such a set is usually called a second order fuzzy set


Third and higher order fuzzy logic� In second�
order fuzzy logic� to describe a degree with which a
given number d 	 ��� �� can be a degree of certainty of
a statement A� we use a �crisp� real number �d�A��d�


As we have already mentioned� it is di�cult to describe
our degree of certainty by a single number
 Therefore�
to make this description even more realistic� we can use�



instead of a single real number �d�A��d�� a fuzzy num�

ber
 In other words� we can represent each degree of
certainty d�P �x�� not by a regular ���� ���based� fuzzy
set� but by a second order fuzzy set


As a result� to represent the property P � we use a sec�
ond order fuzzy set�valued fuzzy set
 Such fuzzy sets
are naturally called third order fuzzy sets


Similarly� to make our description even more realistic�
we can use the third order fuzzy sets to describe degrees
of certainty then� we get fourth order fuzzy sets� etc


��� Is the third order fuzzy logic really neces�
sary�

Theoretically� we can de	ne third� fourth order� etc
�
fuzzy sets� but in practical applications� only second
order fuzzy sets were used
 Based on this empirical
fact� it is natural to conclude that third and higher
order fuzzy sets are not really necessary
 We will show
that this conclusion can be theoretically justi	ed


Let us 	rst describe the problem formally
 An expert
uses words from a natural language to describe his de�
grees of certainty
 In every language� there are only
	nitely many words� so we have a 	nite set of words
that needs to be interpreted
 We will denote this set of
words by W 


Then� if we have any property P on a universe of dis�
course U � an expert can describe� for each element
x 	 U � his degree of certainty d�x� 	 W that the ele�
ment x has the property P 


Our ultimate goal is to provide a computer represen�
tation for each word w 	 W 
 In the traditional ��� ���
fuzzy logic� this computer representation assigns� to
every word� a real number from the interval ��� �� in
general� we may have some other computer representa�
tions �examples will be given later�
 Let us denote the
set of all possible computer representations by S


In the 	rst approximation� i
e
� in the 	rst order fuzzy
set� we represent each word w 	 W � which describes
a degree of uncertainty� by an element s 	 S �e
g
� by
a real number from the interval ��� ���
 In this section�
we will denote this 	rst�approximation computer rep�
resentation of a word w by s � kwk


If the set S is too small� then it may not contain enough
elements to distinguish between di�erent expert�s de�
gree of belief� this was exactly the problem with clas�
sical f�� �g�based logic� in which we only have two pos�
sible computer representations � �true� and �false� �
that are not enough to adequately describe the di�er�
ent degrees of certainty
 We will therefore assume that
the set S is rich enough to represent di�erent degrees
of certainty
 In particular� the set ��� �� contains in�
	nitely many points� so it should be su�cient even if

we only consider computer�representable real numbers�
there are still much more of them �millions and billions�
than words in a language �which is usually in hundreds
of thousands at most�� so we can safely make this �rich�
ness� assumption
 In mathematical terms� it means
that two di�erent degrees of belief are represented by
di�erent computer terms� i
e
� that if w� �� w�� then
kw�k �� kw�k


The problem with this 	rst�order representation is that
the relation between words w 	W and computer repre�
sentation s 	 S is� in reality� also imprecise
 Typically�
when we have a word w 	 W � we cannot pick a single
corresponding representative s 	 S instead� we may
have several possible representatives� with di�erent de�
grees of adequacy
 In other words� instead of a single
value s � kwk assigned to a word w� we have several
values s 	 S� each with its own degree of adequacy this
degree of adequacy can also be described by an expert�
who uses an appropriate word w 	W from the natural
language
 In other words� for every word w 	 W and
for ever representation s 	 S� we have a degree w� 	W
describing to what extent s is adequate in representing
w
 Let us represent this degree of adequacy by a�w� s�
the symbol a represents a function a � W � S 
 W �
i
e
� a function that maps every pair �w� s� into a new
word a�w� s�


So� the meaning of a word w 	 W is represented by
a function a which assigns� to every element s 	 S� a
degree of adequacy a�w� s� 	 W 
 We want to repre�
sent this degree of adequacy in a computer therefore�
instead of using the word a�w� s� itself� we will use the
computer representation ka�w� s�k of this word
 Hence�
we get a second�order representation� in which a de�
gree of certainty corresponding to a word w 	 W is
represented not by a single element kwk 	 S� but by
a function �w � S 
 S� a function which is de	ned as
�w�s� � ka�w� s�k


This second�order representation is also not absolutely
adequate� because� to represent the degree a�w� s��
we used a single number ka�w� s�k
 To get a more
adequate representation� instead of this single value�
we can use� for each element s� 	 S� a degree of
adequacy with which the element s� represents the
word a�w� s�
 This degree of adequacy is also a word
a�a�w� s�� s��� so we can represent it by an appropri�
ate element ka�a�w� s�� s��k
 Thus� we get a third�order
representation� in which to every element s� we assign
a second�order fuzzy set
 To get an even more ade�
quate representation� we can use fourth� and higher
order fuzzy set
 Let us express this scheme formally




De	nition ��

� Let W be a 	nite set� element of this set will be
called words�

� Let U be set called a universe of discourse� By
a fuzzy property P � we mean a mapping which
maps each element x 	 U into a word P �x� 	
W � we say that this word described the degree of
certainty that x satis	es the property P �

� By a �rst�approximation uncertainty representa�
tion� we mean a pair hS� k�ki� where�

� S is a set� elements of this set will be called
computer representations� and

� k�k is a function from W to S� we say that
an element kwk 	 S represents the word w�

� We say that an uncertainty representation is suf�
�ciently rich if for every two words w�� w� 	 W �
w� �� w� implies kw�k �� kw�k�

De	nition �� Let W be a set of words� and let S
be a set of computer representations� By an adequacy
function� we mean a function a �W �S 
W � for each
word w 	W � and for each representation s 	 S� we say
that a�w� s� describes the degree to which the element
s adequately describes the word w�

De	nition �� Let U be a universe of discourse� and let
S be a set of computer representations� For each n �
�� �� � � �� we de	ne the notions of n�th order degree of
certainty and of a n�th order fuzzy set� by the following
induction over n�

� By a �rst�order degree of certainty� we mean an
element s 	 S �i�e�� the set S� of all 	rst�order
degrees of certainty is exactly S��

� For every n� by a n�th order fuzzy set� we mean
a function � � U 
 Sn from the universe of dis�
course U to the set Sn of all n�th order degrees
of certainty�

� For every n � �� by a n�th order degree of cer�
tainty� we mean a function sn which maps every
value s 	 S into an �n � ���th order degree of
certainty �i�e�� a function sn � S 
 Sn����

De	nition �� Let W be a set of words� let hS� k�ki be
an uncertainty representation� and let a be an adequacy
function� For every n � �� and for every word w 	W �
we de	ne the n�th order degree of uncertainty kwka�n 	
Sn corresponding to the word w as follows�

� As a 	rst order degree of uncertainty kwka��
corresponding to the word w� we simply take
kwka�� � kwk�

� If we have already de	ned degrees of orders
�� � � � � n � �� then� as an n�th order degree of
uncertainty kwka�n 	 Sn corresponding to the
word w� we take a function sn which maps ev�
ery value s 	 S into a �n � ���th order degree
ka�w� s�ka�n���

De	nition �� Let W be a set of words� let hS� k�ki
be an uncertainty representation� let a be an adequacy
function� and let P be a fuzzy property on a universe of
discourse P � Then� by a n�th order fuzzy set �or a n�th

order membership function� �
�n�
P�a�x� corresponding to

P � we mean a function which maps every value x 	 U
into an n�th order degree of certainty kP �x�ka�n which
corresponds to the word P �x� 	W �

We will prove that for fuzzy properties which are non�
degenerate in some reasonable sense� it is su�cient to
know the �rst and second order membership functions�
and then the others can be uniquely reconstructed

Moreover� if we know the membership functions of 	rst
two orders for a non�degenerate class of fuzzy proper�
ties� then we will be able to reconstruct the higher order
membership functions for all fuzzy properties from this
class


De	nition ���

� We say that a fuzzy property P on a universe of
discourse U is non�degenerate if for every w 	W �
there exists an element x 	 U for which P �x� �
w�

� We say that a class P of fuzzy properties P on
a universe of discourse U is non�degenerate if for
every w 	 W � there exists a property P 	 P and
an element x 	 U for which P �x� � w�

Comment� For example� ifW �� f�� �g� then every crisp
property� i
e
� every property for which P �x� 	 f�� �g
for all x� is not non�degenerate �i
e
� degenerate�


Proposition �� Let W be a set of words� let hS� k�ki
be a su�ciently rich uncertainty representation� let U
be a universe of discourse� Let P and P � be fuzzy prop�
erties� so that P is non�degenerate� and let a and a�

be adequacy functions� Then� from �
���
P�a � �

���
P ��a� and

�
���
P�a � �

���
P � �a� � we can conclude that ��n�P�a � �

�n�
P ��a� for

all n�

Comments�

� In other words� under reasonable assumptions�
for each property� the information contained in
the 	rst and second order fuzzy sets is su�cient
to reconstruct all higher order fuzzy sets as well
therefore� in a computer representation� it is suf�
	cient to keep only 	rst and second order fuzzy
sets


� This result is somewhat similar to the well�
known result that a Gaussian distribution can be
uniquely determined by its moments of 	rst and
second orders� and all higher order moments can
be uniquely reconstructed from the moments of
the 	rst two orders


� It is possible to show that the non�degeneracy
condition is needed� because if a property P is



not non�degenerate� then there exist adequacy

functions a �� a� for which �
���
P�a � �

���
P�a� and

�
���
P�a � �

���
P�a� � but �

���
P�a �� �

���
P�a� already for n � �


Proposition 
� Let W be a set of words� let hS� k�ki be
a su�ciently rich uncertainty representation� let U be a
universe of discourse� Let P and P� be classes of fuzzy
properties� so that the class P is non�degenerate� and
let 	 � P 
 P� be a 	�	�transformation� and let a and
a� be adequacy functions� Then� if for every P 	 P�

we have �
���
P�a � �

���
��P ��a�

and �
���
P�a � �

���
��P ��a�

� we can

conclude that �
�n�
P�a � �

�n�
��P ��a�

for all n�

Comment� So� even if we do not know the adequacy
function �and we do not know the corresponding fuzzy
properties P 	 P�� we can still uniquely reconstruct
fuzzy sets of all orders which correspond to all fuzzy
properties P 


��� Alternative approach� L�fuzzy logics

We started this section by saying that the original ��� ���
based fuzzy logic is sometimes inadequate in describ�
ing the expert�s uncertainty
 One possibility to make
it more adequate is to consider the ��� ���based logic
as a 	rst approximation to true logic� and to use the
same idea which underlies the fuzzy logic itself� to come
up with a second approximation
 This idea has led to
second order fuzzy logic


A natural alternative is not to patch up the ��� ���based
fuzzy logic� but to abandon the set ��� �� altogether� and
to consider more general algebraic structures instead

The most widely used speci	c case of this idea is the
so�called L�fuzzy logic �introduced in ���� ����� in which
instead of the interval ��� ��� we consider an arbitrary
lattice of degrees of certainty� i
e
� an ordered set with
operations �and� ��� and �or� ��� which satisfy certain
reasonable conditions


��
 Second order fuzzy logic and L�fuzzy logics�
the main problem

From the practical viewpoint� the main problem with
the second order fuzzy logic and of the L�fuzzy logic
is that these notions are too general to be practically
e�cient namely�

� in the traditional ��� ���based fuzzy logic� to rep�
resent the degree of belief in a single statement�
we must use a single real number from the in�
terval ��� �� a real number does not take much
computer space� and it is relatively easy to pro�
cess �it is worth mentioning� however� that some
problems are very computationally complicated
even in the ��� ���based fuzzy methodology �����

� in the second order fuzzy logic� to represent the
degree of certainty in a single statement� we must
use a membership function� i
e
� a function from
��� �� to ��� ��


From the purely mathematical viewpoint� to uniquely
determine a function� we must select the values of in�
�nitely many parameters
 In real computations� of
course� due to limited accuracy of all computer cal�
culations� a �nite number of parameters is su�cient to
describe all possible computer�representable functions
however� the number of parameters is so huge that stor�
ing and processing such functions is practically impos�
sible


With L�fuzzy logics� the general case is even worse�
for second�order fuzzy logics� we at least know that
we must consider functions� but general L�fuzzy logics
can contain objects of much higher order� which require
even more space to store and even more time to process


We therefore need to somehow limit our description
in other words� instead of considering the most general
notions of second order logics and L�fuzzy logics� we
must select computational e�cient subclasses of these
general notions
 In this paper� we will describe several
mathematical results oriented towards such a selection



 Application�oriented multi�D generalizations
of fuzzy logic


�� Two main approaches to eliciting degrees of
certainty

In order to describe possible practically useful multi�
D generalizations of fuzzy logic� let us recall how in
��� ���based fuzzy logic� we can elicit the degrees of cer�
tainty
 There are two basic classes of methods for elic�
iting these degrees�

� First� we can ask an expert to estimate his degree
of certainty by marking a point on a scale
 Then�
if� e
g
� an experts marks his degree of con	dence
as � on a scale from � to ��� it is natural to take
� �� as the desired degree of certainty


� Alternatively� we can use elicitation methods
which are closer to statistics
 Namely�

� if possible� we can collect records about the
occurrence of an event A� and take the fre�
quency of A in these records as our degree
of certainty in A

� alternatively� we can collect records about
things about which the experts said� say�
that they were �very possible�� and take the
frequency of those of these events which re�
ally happened later as a degree of certainty
describing the corresponding word �such as
�very possible��

� we can also directly ask several �N � experts
about the statement A� and take� as the de�
gree of certainty in A� the ratio Y �N�A��N �
where Y �N�A� denotes the number of ex�
perts who answered �yes�




These two approaches lead to two directions in gener�
alizing fuzzy logic



�� Scaling approach leads to interval�valued
fuzzy logic

In scaling elicitation� each scale has 	nitely many
points which an expert can mark
 Therefore� each scale
leads to only 	nitely many possible values of degree of
certainty� if we use a scale from � to �� we get only
three values �� � �� and � if we use a scale from � to
��� we get only �� values �� �
�� �
�� � � � � �
 The more el�
ements a scale contains� the more detailed information
about the degree of certainty we can provide
 There�
fore� it is natural to consider values obtained from a
scale as approximations to the true degree of certainty�
the more elements on a scale� the better this approx�
imation
 When an expert picks � on a scale from �
to ��� it does not necessarily mean that his degree of
certainty is exactly � ����
� it rather means that the
actual expert�s degree of certainty is closer to � ����
�
than to � ����
� or to � ����
�� i
e
� that this degree
of certainty belongs to the interval ������ �����


Theoretically� we can design a scale with ��� points�
which corresponds to the accuracy of �
��� a scale with
���� values which corresponds to the accuracy of �
����
etc
 The more elements on a scale� the narrower the
corresponding interval
 If all these scales were feasible�
then we would be able to determine the actual degree of
certainty as a unique real number which belongs to the
intersection of this sequence of narrower and narrower
intervals


In reality� however� as we have already mentioned� if
a scale is too large� people cannot easily describe their
preferences by marking the points on this scale
 There�
fore� instead of a sequence of narrowing intervals which
tends to a single point� we get a 	nite sequence of nar�
rowing intervals which stops after a while� ending in an
interval �d��A�� d��A�� of possible values of degrees of
certainty


The resulting interval�valued fuzzy logic� in which de�
grees of certainty are intervals �namely� subintervals
of the interval ��� ��� is the most widely used particu�
lar case of second order fuzzy logic
 It was originally
proposed by J
 A
 Goguen and actively developed by
I
 B
 T!urk"sen and L
 Kohout
 In interval�valued fuzzy
logic� truth values are This logic has indeed led to many
useful practical applications see� e
g
� interval sections
of NAFIPS ���� ����� or surveys ���� ���



�� Multi�D generalizations of fuzzy logic which
stem from frequency�based elicitation methods�
Fuzzy�Probability � Fractal�Smooth

Multi�D� why� One of the most natural ways to de�
scribe a degree of belief d�A� in a statement A is by
asking N experts and by taking the ratio dN �A� �

Y �N�A��N of those who believe in A as the desired
degree d�A� ��� �� ��� ���
 Ideally� the more experts we
ask �i
e
� the larger N �� the better estimates we get
in mathematical terms� as N increases� the estimates
dN �A� converge to the actual �limit� value d�A�
 How�
ever� in real life� there are problems with this de	nition
of degree of con	dence


The �rst problem is that in some situations� this de	ni�
tion assigns the same degree of con	dence d�A� � d�A��
to two di�erent statements while it is intuitively clear
that our con	dence in the 	rst statement is much larger
than our con	dence in the second one
 Let us give
an example
 As A� we can take a statement which is
clearly false then� d�A� � �
 As A�� we take a state�
ment on the �cutting edge� of science� a statement the
truth of which has just been discovered� and which is
still only known to the top experts in the 	eld
 For this
statement�

� while N is smaller than the number of these top
researchers� the value Y �N�A�� grows� but

� as soon as N exceeds the number of these top
researchers� the value Y �N�A�� stays constant�
does not increase with N and� therefore� the ratio
dN �A�� � Y �N�A���N tends to � as N 



If we simply use the limit as d�A��� then we would have
d�A�� � � � d�A�� while intuitively� our degree of con�
	dence in d�A�� is much higher than in A


The second problem is that in some real�life situations�
the sequence dN �A� does not seem to tend to any limit
at all
 For example� we may have a statement A which�

� seems intuitively true �e
g
� that �optimism helps
to 	ght a disease���

� contradicts to the accepted science� but

� has been recently re�discovered and experimen�
tally con	rmed �so recently that it is not yet com�
mon knowledge among experts�


Then� as we increase the numberN of experts� the ratio
dN �A� exhibits the following oscillating behavior�

� at 	rst� when N is reasonably small� so that we
only consider top experts in the 	eld� we have
Y �N�A� � N � and dN �A� � �

� then� as we start includingmore and more experts
who are not yet at the top research level� the
number Y �N�A� stays 	xed� while N increases�
so we get dN �A� � �

� 	nally� when we increase N to such an extent
that our list of experts starts including people
with commonsense reasoning� the value Y �N�A�
again starts increasing as Y �N�A� � N � and the
ratio dN �A� shoots back to �


In more sophisticated examples� we may have even
more oscillations
 For example� L
 Zadeh gives an ex�
ample of such oscillating behavior in estimating the



probability that he �or any other person� will have a
tax audit�

� 	rst� we can consider all people in the US� and
get a certain probability

� as we go from the US as a whole to California�
the probability of an audit increases

� as we further narrow down the list to only people
from Berkeley �thus� excluding Silicon Valley and
Los Angeles�� the probability goes down again

� if we only consider middle�class people from
Berkeley� the probability goes up again

� as we further restrict ourselves to university pro�
fessors� this probability goes down� etc


The point that Zadeh makes is that it is very di�cult to
describe such an oscillating process by using methods
from probability theory� which presumes a convergence

A natural next question is� how can we describe this
oscillating behavior� Since we cannot describe it by
using a single parameter �such as probability�� we need
to use a multi�D formalism


Multi�D� how� We want to describe possible
asymptotics of Y �N�A� �and of the ration dN �A��
as N increases
 In the traditional probability ap�
proach� we have a one�parametric family of asymptotics
Y �N�A� � p � N � with a parameter p �which leads to
dN �A� � p�
 In a more general multi�D case� it is nat�
ural to consider families with several parameters� i
e
�
families of the type fC��f��N ��� � ��Cn�fn�N �g� where
f��N �� � � � � fn�N � are given functions� and Ci are arbi�
trary constants
 We would like to describe the families
which are the best in describing expert estimates
 Since
we do not have a precise formalization of what �the
best� means� the problem of choosing the best family
is the problem of optimization under an uncertain cri�
terion
 In ����� we have described a general formalism
for solving such problems� and we have shown that this
formalism is in good accordance with the empirical op�
timality of di�erent fuzzy� neural� genetic� and other
techniques
 So� we will use this approach to describe
the best families


Optimal in what sense� The main idea� We
are looking for the best �optimal� choice of a potential
function


Normally� the word �best� is understood in the sense
of some numerical optimality criterion
 However� in
our case of fuzzy choice� it is often di�cult to formu�
late the exact numerical criterion
 Instead� we assume
that there is an ordinal criterion� i
e
� that we can com�
pare arbitrary two choices� but that we cannot assign
numerical values to these choices


It turns out that in many cases� there are reasonable
symmetries� and it is natural to assume that the �or�
dinal� optimality criterion is invariant with respect to

these symmetries
 Then� we are able to describe all
choices that are optimal with respect to some invariant
ordinal optimality criteria


This general approach was described and used in ��� ���
��� ��� ��� ���� in particular� for fuzzy control
 In this
section� we will show that this approach is applicable
to fuzzy elicitation as well


Let us borrow from the experience of modern
physics and use symmetries� In modern physics�
symmetry groups are a tool that enables to compress
complicated di�erential equations into compact form
�see� e
g
� �����
 Moreover� the very di�erential equa�
tions themselves can be uniquely deduced from the cor�
responding symmetry requirements �see� e
g
� ���� ����


It is possible to use symmetry� As we have men�
tioned� in our previous papers� we have shown that the
symmetry group approach can be used to 	nd optimal
membership functions� optimal t�norms and t�conorms�
and optimal defuzzi	cation procedures


It is therefore reasonable to expect that the same ap�
proach can also be used to choose the best potential
function for fuzzy elicitation


What is a criterion for choosing a family of func�
tions� What does it mean to choose a best family of
functions� It means that we have some criterion that
enables us to choose between the two families


Traditionally� optimality criteria are numerical� i
e
� to
every family F � we assign some value J�F � expressing
its quality� and choose a family for which this value
is maximal �i
e
� when J�F � � J�G� for every other
alternative G�
 However� it is not necessary to restrict
ourselves to such numeric criteria only


For example� if we have several di�erent familiesF that
have the same adequacy P �F �� we can choose between
them the one that has the minimal computational com�
plexity C�F �
 In this case� the actual criterion that we
use to compare two families is not numeric� but more
complicated�

A family F� is better than the family F� if and
only if

� either P �F�� � P �F���

� or P �F�� � P �F�� and C�F�� � C�F���

A criterion can be even more complicated


The only thing that a criterion must do is to allow us�
for every pair of families �F�� F��� to make one of the
following conclusions�

� the 	rst family is better with respect to this cri�
terion �we�ll denote it by F� � F�� or F� � F��

� with respect to the given criterion� the second



family is better �F� � F��

� with respect to this criterion� the two families
have the same quality �we�ll denote it by F� �
F��

� this criterion does not allow us to compare the
two families


Of course� it is necessary to demand that these choices
be consistent


For example� if F� � F� and F� � F� then
F� � F�


The criterionmust be 	nal i�e� it must pick the
unique family as the best one
 A natural demand is
that this criterion must choose a unique optimal family
�i
e
� a family that is better with respect to this crite�
rion than any other family�


The reason for this demand is very simple� If a criterion
does not choose any family at all� then it is of no use
 If
several di�erent families are the best according to this
criterion� then we still have the problem of choosing the
best among them
 Therefore we need some additional
criterion for that choice� like in the above example�

If several families F�� F�� � � � turn out to have the
same adequacy �P �F�� � P �F�� � � � ��� we can
choose among them a family with minimal com�
putational complexity �C�Fi�
 min�


So what we actually do in this case is abandon that
criterion for which there were several �best� families�
and consider a new �composite� criterion instead� F� is
better than F� according to this new criterion if either
it was better according to the old criterion� or they had
the same quality according to the old criterion and F�
is better than F� according to the additional criterion


In other words� if a criterion does not allow us to choose
a unique best family� it means that this criterion is not
	nal� we�ll have to modify it until we come to a 	nal
criterion that will have that property


The criterion must not change whether we
count experts or schools of experts� When we talk
about counting experts� we can literally count them

However� this may not always be the best approach�
because the whole idea of increasing N is to increase
the diversity of the experts� and so� if� e
g
� two experts
belong to a single school of researchers �and therefore�
have similar views�� it may not make big sense to inter�
view both
 Instead� we should interview people from
di�erent schools� and count these schools� not individ�
ual researchers


When we count researchers� the value Y �N�A� is al�
ways an integer
 When we count schools� and the school
is divided on this particular issue �the larger schools we
take� the more frequent such a situation will be�� then
it is natural to add � � �or whatever ratio is in this

school� to the total number of schools that believe in
A
 In this case� the value of Y �N�A� is not necessar�
ily an integer� it can be an arbitrary rational number

In this case� it is natural to assume that the function
f�N � that approximates Y �N�A� can take arbitrary
real values


The notion of the �school of researchers� may mean
di�erent things for example�

� we can divide the researchers into large groups
whose views are more or less similar� but can be
di�erent in details

� we can also divide the researchers into very small
groups with practically identical views


The exact mathematical form of an approximating
function f�N � depends on how we count these �schools
of scientists�
 If we re�de	ne a school� and in our
new de	nition� a school is 
 times smaller� then N old
schools correspond to N � � 
 �N new schools� and� cor�
respondingly� the original number b � f�N � � Y �N�A�
of schools who believed inA changes to b� � 
�Y �N�A�

In terms of the new number of school N � � 
 �N � this
new dependence takes the form b� � f��N

��� where
f��N � � 
 � f�N�
�


It is reasonable to assume that the relative quality of
di�erent families should not change if we simply change
the units� i
e
� if the familyF is better than a familyG�
then the transformed family F� should also be better
than the family G�
 Now� we are ready for the formal
de	nition


De	nition ���

� By a family F � we mean a 	nite set of di
eren�
tiable functions f��N �� � � � � fn�N � from R to R�
This family will also be denoted as

fC� � f��N � � � � �� Cn � fn�N �g�

� We say that a function f�N � belongs to the family
if f�N � � C� � f��N � � � � ��Cn � fn�N � for some
real numbers Ci�

� Two families F and G are considered equal if they
contain the same functions�

De	nition ��� A pair of relations ����� on a set # is
called consistent if it satis	es the following conditions�
for every F�G�H 	 #�

��� if F � G and G � H then F � H�

��� F � F �

��� if F � G then G � F �

��� if F � G and G � H then F � H�

��� if F � G and G � H then F � H�

��� if F � G and G � H then F � H�

��� if F � G then it is not true that G � F � and it
is not true that F � G�



De	nition ��� Assume a set # is given� Its elements
will be called alternatives�

� By an optimality criterion� we mean a consistent
pair ����� of relations on the set # of all alter�
natives�

� If F � G we say that F is better than G�

� if F � G we say that the alternatives F
and G are equivalent with respect to this
criterion�

� We say that an alternative F is optimal �or best�
with respect to a criterion ����� if for every other
alternative G either F � G or F � G�

� We say that a criterion is �nal if there exists an
optimal alternative� and this optimal alternative
is unique�

Comment� In this paper� we will consider optimality
criteria on the set # of all families


De	nition �
� Let 
 � � be a positive real number�

� By a 
�rescaling of a function f�N � we mean a
function f��N � � 
 � f�N�
��

� By a 
�rescaling F� of a family of functions F we
mean the family consisting of 
�rescalings of all
functions from F �

De	nition ��� We say that an optimality criterion on
# is unit�invariant if for every two familiesF andG and
for every number 
 � �� the following two conditions
are true�

i� if F is better than G in the sense of this criterion
�i�e�� F � G�� then F� � G��

ii� if F is equivalent to G in the sense of this criterion
�i�e�� F � G�� then F� � G��

Comment
 As we have already remarked� the demands
that the optimality criterion is 	nal� unit�invariant� and
rotation invariant are quite reasonable
 At 	rst glance
they may seem rather trivial and therefore weak� be�
cause these demands do not specify the exact opti�
mality criterion
 However� these demands are strong
enough� as the following theorem shows�

Proposition �� ���� If a family F is optimal in the
sense of some optimality criterion that is �nal and unit�
invariant� then every function f�N � from this family F
is equal to a linear combination of the functions of the
type f�N � � N� � �ln�N ��p � sin�� � ln�N � � 	�� where
p is a non�negative integer� and �� � and 	 are real
numbers�

Comments�

� This result �to be more precise� the appearance
of sin� explains the above�described �oscillating�
behavior of Y �N�A�


� As shown in ����� for n � �� the only possible
families are fC� �N�g considered in ���� ���
 For

� � �� we get functions corresponding to a prob�
ability approach in ���� ���� we also give an in�
terpretation for families corresponding to � �� �


� For n � �� we already have a possibility of an
oscillating function

f�N � � C� �N � C� �N � sin�� � ln�N ���

For this function� as sin oscillates between �� and
�� the ratio dN �A� � f�N ��N oscillates between
C� � C� and C� � C�
 Thus� it is natural to say
that the corresponding degree of certainty is an
interval �C� � C�� C� � C��
 However� the exact
form gives us more information than the interval�
namely� it also describes the �oscillation rate� �


Analogy between fuzzy and fractal� The di�er�
ence between the situations which are easily describ�
able by methods of probability theory� and more compli�
cated situations which require non�probabilistic �fuzzy�
description can be described in terms of the asymp�
totics of Y �N�A��

� in the probabilistic case� Y �N�A� � p �N � while

� in the fuzzy case� we have a more general asymp�
totics� e
g
� Y �N�A� � p �N�


This di�erence is similar to the di�erence between
smooth curves �or surfaces� and fractal curves �surfaces�
����
 Indeed� according to the de	nition of a fractal� a
fractal is a set of a fractal �non�integer� dimension� and
dimension of a set is de	ned in terms of 	nite approx�
imations
 follows
 For a given real number �� we say
that a 	nite set S � A is an ��approximation to a set
A if every point a 	 A is ��close to one of the points
from S
 The smaller �� the more points we need to
approximate a given set A
 Thus� as a natural measure
of complexity of a set A� we can take� for every �� the
smallest number N��A� of points which are necessary
to approximate the set A with an accuracy �


� In the simplest case when the set A is the interval
��� ��� we can explicitly compute N��A�


� Indeed� in this set S� we need a point which
is ��close to �� i
e
� which is � �
 This point
s� covers everything from � from s���
 The
further this point from �� the less area is
left for other points to cover� so the smallest
possible number of points occurs when s� is
at the farthest possible location� i
e
� when
s� � �


� The above�chosen point s� covers all points
from � to s��� � ��� so to cover points right
after ��� we need a next point at a location
s� � �� � � � �� a similar argument shows
that the smallest number of points is when
we take s� � ��


� Similarly� sk � ��k � �� � �




So� we need N����� ��� � ���� points to cover
the entire interval ��� ��
 Similarly� for any other
smooth curve � N��� � const��


� Similarly� for a ��D smooth surface A� we have
N��A� � const���


� For a ��D domain with a smooth boundary� we
have N��A� � const���


In all these smooth cases� N��A� � const��D� where D
is the dimension of the set A
 In view of this fact� we
can de	ne dimension for non�smooth sets A as a param�
eter � for which N��A� � const���
 Then� a set is a
fractal if either � is not an integer� or if the asymptotics
of N��A� is more complicated than const���


Similarly� in our case�

� when Y �N�A� � p �N � we get a probabilistic sit�
uation� and

� when Y �N�A� � const �N� for some � �� �� or if
the asymptotics of Y �N�A� is more complicated
than N�� we have a non�probabilistic �fuzzy� sit�
uations


Thus� we can say that fuzzy is a generalization of prob�
ability in the same sense in which fractals are a gener�
alization of smooth surfaces�

Fuzzy

Probability
�

Fractal

Smooth
�


�
 General description of multi�D fuzzy logics�
case of crisp preferences

In the above text� we have described two possible ap�
proaches to multi�D fuzzy logics which correspond to
two major elicitation techniques
 Since there exist sev�
eral other elicitation techniques �see� e
g
� ����� it is con�
ceivable that other approaches to multi�D fuzzy logic
may emerge
 With this possibility in mind� it is de�
sirable to 	nd a general description of multi�D fuzzy
logics


Under the �simplifying� assumption that we have a
crisp preference relation between di�erent degrees of
certainty� such a general description is obtained and
analyzed in ����



�� General description of multi�D fuzzy logics�
case of fuzzy preferences

Our main goal is to describe the preferences of an ex�
pert whose knowledge is imprecise
 Since the knowl�
edge itself is imprecise �fuzzy�� it is natural to assume
that the preference relation between the expert�s de�
grees of certainty is also fuzzy� although an expert
can sometimes order words describing his degrees of
certainty� in some other cases� an expert can only say
that� e
g
� �very probable� is most probably more cer�
tain than �quite possible�
 In other words� it is quite

possible that the order on the expert�s degrees of cer�
tainty is actually not a crisp order� but rather a fuzzy
order
 So� to describe this more general situation� we
must analyze fuzzy orders


In this section� we will show that under some reasonable
assumptions� a fuzzy ordering can be described in terms
of nested sequence of crisp orders
 Indeed� in classical
mathematics� an ordering is de	ned as a relation � for
which the following conditions are true�

� for all a and b� if a � b� then b �� a

� for all a� b� and c� if a � b and b � c� then a � c


The second condition �transitivity� can be also ex�
pressed in the following two equivalent forms�

� for all a� b� and c� if a �� c and a � b� then b �� c

� for all a� b� and c� if a �� c and b � c� then a �� c


We want to describe the fact that the decision maker is
not sure whether a is preferable to b
 To describe this
fact� the fuzzy relation is usually de	ned as a mapping
from the set of all pairs X �X to the interval ����� of
possible degrees of belief
 Let�s denote the degree of
belief that a � b by d�a� b�


To generalize the above de	nition to the fuzzy case� we
need to be able to generalize negation and �
 As an
analogue of negation� it is natural to take x
 ��x
 As
an analogue of the classical �� we will take the original
Zadeh�s min�x� y� ����
 The fact that A implies B can
be expressed as meaning that the degree of belief d�B�
in B is either greater� or the same� as the degree of
belief in A� i
e
� that d�B� � d�A�
 As a result� we
arrive at the following de	nition�

De	nition ��� We say that a fuzzy relation
d � X � X 
 ��� �� is a fuzzy ordering if the following
four conditions are true�

� for all a and b� �� d�b� a� � d�a� b��

� for all a� b� and c�

d�a� c� � min�d�a� b�� d�b� c��

� for all a� b� and c�

�� d�b� c� � min��� d�a� c�� d�a� b��

� for all a� b� and c�

�� d�a� b� � min��� d�a� c�� d�b� c���

Comment� In the crisp case� the last two conditions
can be deduced from the 	rst two
 However� in the
fuzzy case� we need to state them separately


Suppose that a fuzzy ordering is given
 If we need to
make a choice between a and b� then a natural idea is
to choose a if our belief that a � b exceeds our belief
that a �� b� i
e
� if d�a� b� � � � d�a� b�
 This inequal�
ity is equivalent to d�a� b� � ���
 If d�a� b� is close to



�� d�a� b�� then we are not certain whether this choice
is reasonable
 So� we may want to be more cautious�
and choose a only if our degree of belief that a � b
exceeds our degree of belief that a �� b by a certain
amount � � �� i
e
� if d�a� b� � � � d�a� b� � �
 This
inequality� in its turn� is equivalent to d�a� b� � � for
� � ������� � ��
 In other words� the actual prefer�
ence relation that we will use for decision making is an
��cut of the fuzzy relation d
 In view of this remark�
it is interesting to study these ��cuts for example� we
would like to know whether these ��cuts are real or�
derings �if not� then this seemingly reasonable strategy
will enable us to prefer a to b� b to c� and c to a�
 First�
we prove that ��cuts do de	ne crisp ordering�

Proposition �� If � � ���� then the relation a � b
de�ned as d�a� b� � � is a crisp ordering�

Comment� A similar result was proven in ���� �see also
references therein�


The following result shows the relationship between
crisp orderings that correspond to di�erent ��

De	nition ��� Let ��� � � � � � ��

� We say that a is preferable to b� and denote it by
a � b� if d�a� b� � ��

� We say that a is strongly preferable to b� and de�
note it by a� b� if d�a� b� � ��

Proposition ��

� If a� b� then a � b


� if a� b� and b � c� then a� c


� if a � b� and b� c� then a� c�


�� Towards general description of multi�D
fuzzy logics� complex�valued fuzzy logics and
beyond

The above�described methods were based on the as�
sumptions that experts are rational agents� whose be�
liefs and arguments are $awlessly consistent
 It is well
known that real�life humans �and experts are no excep�
tion� are not $awless people are prone to inconsistent
behavior and inconsistent preferences �when� e
g
� they
prefer A to B� B to C� but C to A�
 This paradoxical
behavior is an important part of our behavior and of
our decision making �see� e
g
� ���� ����


If we take these inconsistencies into consideration when
describing degrees of certainty� then we do not have a
consistent ordering on the set of these degrees
 What
we still have is operations which correspond to �and�
and �or�
 These operations must satisfy certain alge�
braic properties� e
g
� it is reasonable to assume that
our degree of certainty in a statement A�B �C should
not depend on the order in which we apply the �and�
operation� i
e
� whether we compute the degree of be�
lief by representing the statement as �A�B��C or as

A��B �C�
 So� instead of considering only ordered
algebraic structures �as in the previous sections�� we
must consider general �not necessarily ordered� alge�
braic structures


The simplest multi�D algebraic structures are ��D ones�
and the most well�known �and well�analyzed� non�
ordered ��D algebraic structure is the set of all complex
numbers
 In ����� we show that complex�valued fuzzy
sets can indeed capture some important inconsistencies
in human decision making
 This success makes us be�
lieve that further generalizations can indeed lead to a
general description of multi�D fuzzy logics


� Discrete modi	cations of fuzzy logic�
towards computing with words

��� Computing with words� Granularity

Experts describe their degrees of certainty by words

In the traditional ��� ���based fuzzy logic� these words
are translated into real numbers from the interval ��� ��

We have already mentioned that this translation is ap�
proximate in some cases� this approximate character of
the representation is permissible� in some other cases�
it is not
 For these cases� L
 Zadeh proposed to use
the original words themselves instead of the real num�
bers
 The main problem here is then developing ways
of computing with words


There is an additional computational advantage of us�
ing words instead of real numbers� there are much fewer
words than real numbers� so if we use words� we need
fewer bits to store the information about uncertainty�
and hopefully� smaller computation time to process it

The reason why there are fewer words than real num�
bers is that a description in terms of words is granular
� granules correspond to di�erent words � while the
description in terms of real numbers is not granular

It can shown that granularity indeed helps in solving
complex problems ����


��� Towards a fuzzy logic appropriate for com�
puting with words� continuous case

We must de	ne � and ��operations� Represent�
ing the truth values �� degrees of certainty� inside a
computer is not all� we must be able to process these
values
 For example� suppose that we know the truth
values d�A� and d�B� of two statements A and B� and
the user asks a query �A�B��
 Since we are not sure
whether A and B are true� we are also not sure whether
A�B is true or not
 Therefore� the only possible an�
swer that we can give to this query is to describe a
�reasonable� degree of belief d�A�B� in A�B
 If the
only information that we have about A and B consists
of their truth values� then we must somehow produce
this reasonable estimate d�A�B� based on the known



values d�A� and d�B�
 In other words� we must have
a function �moreover� an algorithm� that would trans�
form d�A� and d�B� into d�A�B�
 If we denote this
function by f�� then we can describe the resulting �rea�
sonable� estimate for d�A�B� as f��d�A�� d�B��


In case both d�A� and d�B� coincide with �true� or
�false�� this function must coincide with the usual
��operation that is de	ned on a classical set of truth
values f�� �g
 Therefore� this function f� is called an
��operation


Likewise� there must exist a function f� that corre�
sponds to � and is therefore called an ��operation� and
a function f� �an ��operation� that generalizes �not�
to the bigger set of truth values


A set with logical operations on it ��and�� �or�� and
�not�� is usually called a logic� A logic that is a 	nite
set is called a �nite logic� Our 	nite set of truth values
has all these operations� and is therefore a 	nite logic


Therefore� an ideal representation of degrees of uncer�
tainty must form a 	nite logic


How to choose �� and ��operations for 	nite log�
ics� empirical solution� Since our main objective is
to represent experts� beliefs in the most adequate man�
ner� it is reasonable to choose �� and ��operations so
as to provide the best description of the human reason�
ing with uncertainty
 To do this� we must 	rst ask the
experts to estimate their degrees of belief in di�erent
statements and their logical combinations
 Then� we
choose a function f� as follows� For every pair of de�
grees of belief a and b� we 	nd all the statements in our
record for which the degree of belief was a �d�A� � a��
and all the statement B for which d�B� � b
 For dif�
ferent A and B� we look for the truth values that the
experts assigned to the statements A�B
 For di�erent
A and B� these truth values may be di�erent we 	nd
the �average� one �e
g
� the one that is most frequent�
and use it as f��a� b�


In a similar way� we can experimentally determine
f��a� b�


This is �in essence� the method that was originally used
to choose �� and ��operations in one the 	rst successful
expert systems MYCIN �see� e
g
� ����
 More recently�
a similar method was e�ciently used to produce ��
and ��operations on 	nite logics in a MILORD system
��� ���


If we can a�ord to perform the above�described pro�
cedure� 	ne� this procedure is the ideal solution to
the choice problem
 However� already the authors of
MYCIN noticed that it is a very expensive and time�
consuming procedure ���
 So� what to do if we cannot
a�ord it� but still have to choose �� and ��operations�

In this case� we need to develop theoretical meth�
ods to choose these operations
 The authors of
MILORD formulated reasonable conditions that ��
and ��operations must satisfy ��� ���
 However� these
are several di�erent operations that satisfy all these
conditions
 Hence� the problem of choice remains


At present� this choice problem is solved in the fol�
lowing manner
 In the majority of actual expert sys�
tems the set of possible truth values is in	nite �see�
e
g
� ��� ��� MILORD is one of the few exceptions�

Usually� the numbers from the interval ��
�� are used
to represent degrees of belief
 The reason for choos�
ing this interval is very simple� inside the computer�
�true� is usually represented as �� and �false� as �
 So�
it is reasonable to represent all intermediate degrees of
belief by real numbers that are intermediate between �
and �


If we assume that all numbers from ����� are possible�
then we need to de	ne �� and ��operations as functions
from ��� �������� to �����
 There exist several reasonable
approaches that enable us to make a choice of such a
function �see� e
g
� �����


Formulation of a problem� These approaches pro�
vide us with reasonable �� and ��operations� but they
essentially depend on the assumption that all numbers
from the interval ����� can be truth values
 Strictly
speaking� this assumption is not true
 Therefore� it is
reasonable to formulate the following problem� if we
are unable to elicit these operations from the experts�
can we still choose them using only the actual truth
values�

How we are going to solve this problem� In or�
der to solve this problem� we will assume that both
�� and ��operations f��a� b� and f��a� b� are �con�
tinuous� in the following sense
 If we gradually ��
without skipping any intermediate values� increase our
degrees of belief a � d�A� and b � d�B�� then the
resulting degrees of belief d�A�B� � f��a� b� and
d�A �B� � f��a� b� must also change gradually


It turns out that this reasonable demand is satis	ed by
only one pair of operations� min and max� that were
originally proposed by L
 Zadeh ����
 This result is
in good accordance with the known experiments ����
��� ���� according to which in many situations� min
and max describe human reasoning better than other
possible �� and ��operations


De	nition ��� By a �nite logic� we understand a �par�
tially� ordered 	nite set L that contains two elements
T and F such that F � a � T for every a 	 L� The
elements of L will be called truth values� or degrees of
belief




Motivation� We consider 	nitely many truth values�
that represent di�erent degrees of belief
 Sometimes�
we are certain that belief expressed by a degree a is
stronger than the belief that is expressed by a degree
b
 For example� a ��for certain� is stronger than
b ��maybe�
 We will denote this by a � b
 So� on
our set of truth values� there is a ordering relation


In particular� if we denote the degree of belief that
expresses our absolute certainty in A� by T �T from
�true��� and the degree of belief that expresses the ab�
solute belief in �A by F �from �false��� then F � a � T
for an arbitrary degree of belief a


It is possible that for some words that describe uncer�
tainty� there is no clear understanding which of them
corresponds to greater belief �e
g
� it is di�cult to com�
pare �probable� and �possible��
 Therefore� we do not
require that this ordering is a total �linear� order� it
can be only partial


De	nition ��� Let L be a 	nite logic� By an ��
operation on L we mean a function f� � L � L 
 L
with the following properties�

� f��a� b� � a�

� f��a� b� � f��b� a��

� f��a� F � � F �

� if a � a� and b � b�� then f��a� b� � f��a�� b���

Motivations�

� The 	rst property is motivated by the following�
if we believe in A and B� then we must believe in
both statements A and B therefore� our belief in
A�B is either of the same strength or less strong
than our belief in A


� The second property is motivated by the fact that
�A�B� and �B�A� are equivalent statements�
so it is reasonable to demand that our estimated
degree of belief in A�B �� f��d�A�� d�B��� is the
same as the estimated degree of belief in B�A
�� f��d�B�� d�A���


� The third property expresses the following� if B
is false� then �A and B� is false for all A


� The fourth property means that if the degree of
belief in A and B increases �i
e
� if we found ad�
ditional reasons to believe in A or B�� then the
resulting degree of belief in A�B must either in�
crease� or stay the same


Comment� This de	nition is similar to the usual de	�
nition of a t�norm �see� e
g
� ���� ���� and to the de	�
nition of an ��operation on a 	nite logic from ��� ���

The reader may notice� however� that we do not re�
quire some additional properties that are usually re�
quired for a t�norm� like associativity �f��a� f��b� c�� �
f��f��a� b�� c���
 The reason is that in our case� as we
will see later� associativity automatically follows from
the other properties


De	nition ��� Let L be a 	nite logic� By an ��
operation on L we mean a function f� � L � L 
 L
with the following properties�

� f��a� b� � a�

� f��a� b� � f��b� a��

� f��a� T � � T �

� if a � a�� and b � b�� then f��a� b� � f��a�� b���

Motivations for these demands are similar to the ones
given for an ��operation


De	nition ��� We say that an element a� 	 L imme�
diately follows a �and denote it by a � b� or b � a�
if a � a�� and there exists no c such that a � c � a��
We say that a function f � L 
 L is discontinuous if
there exist elements a� a�� c such that a� a�� and either
f�a� � c � f�a��� or f�a�� � c � f�a��

Motivation� If such values a� a�� c exist� this means that
when we gradually increase our degree of belief from
a to a� �gradually in the sense that we do not skip
any intermediate values�� then the resulting value of f
�jumps� from f�a� to f�a��� skipping an intermediate
value c
 So� in this sense� the function f is discontinu�
ous


We can use the same de	nition for a function of two
variables


De	nition ��� A function f � L � L 
 L is called
discontinuous is there exist the values a� a�� b� b�� c for
which the following three conditions are true�

� a� a�� a� � a� or a � a��

� b� b�� b� � b� or b � b��

� f�a� b� � c � f�a�� b��� or f�a�� b�� � c � f�a� b��

Comment� The 	rst condition means that a gradually
changes into a� �i
e
� either a� immediately follows a� or
a immediately follows a�� or a� equals a�
 The second
condition means that b gradually changes into b�
 The
third condition means that there is a �gap� between
f�a� b� and f�a�� b��


De	nition ��� A function is called continuous if it is
not discontinuous�

Comments�

� If a function f is continuous in the intuitive sense
of this word� then it cannot have discontinuities
in the sense of De	nitions �� and ��� and there�
fore it will be continuous in the sense of De	nition
��
 We do not claim� however� that an arbitrary
function that satis	es De	nition �� is intuitively
continuous� because there may be other types of
discontinuity
 We will prove that this weak con�
tinuity is su�cient to select �� and ��operations


� It is worth mentioning that usually in mathemat�
ics� continuity is understood as continuity with



respect to some topology
 For 	nite sets� how�
ever� this notion is not applicable� on a 	nite
set� we either have a discrete topology �in which
case all functions are continuous�� or a topology
that is reduced to an ordering relation� in which
case monotonic functions and only they are con�
tinuous �see� e
g
� ����
 This monotonicity is not
enough for us� we have already included mono�
tonicity in our de	nitions of �� and ��operations�
and we want to formalize the evident fact that
some monotonic operations are �continuous� �in
intuitive sense�� and some are not
 Hence� we had
to use new de	nitions of continuity


Now� we are ready to formulate the main results of this
section


Proposition �� If f is a continuous ��operation on a
�nite logic L� then L is linearly ordered� and f�a� b� �
min�a� b��

Comment� For a linearly ordered set� min�a� b� is de�
	ned as the smallest of a and b


Proposition �� If f is a continuous ��operation on a
�nite logic L� then L is linearly ordered� and f�a� b� �
max�a� b�


Example� Let us give an example of an ��operation
that is di�erent from min� and show that it is really
discontinuous
 As a 	nite logic� let us take the set
of �� numbers f�� ���� ���� � � � � ���� ���gwith natural or�
der
 We thus de	ned L as a subset of the interval
�����
 In the original paper of L
 Zadeh ����� another
operation on the interval ����� has been proposed for
�� f�a� b� � a � b
 This operation� unlike min� cannot
be directly applied to the chosen values� because� e
g
�
��� � ��� � ���� and �
�� does not belong to the set of
�� chosen values
 This di�culty is� however� easy to
overcome� we can take as f�a� b� the number from L
that is the closest to a � b �and if there are two closest
numbers� like �
� and �
� for ���� � ��� ����� choose the
biggest of these two�
 For this operation� we will have
f����� ���� � ���� f����� ���� � ���� etc


Let us now consider the case when we have two state�
ments A and B� and our degree of belief in each of them
is equal to �
�
 Then� our degree of belief in A�B is
equal to f����� ���� � ���
 In the chosen set L� �
� im�
mediately follows �
�� which means that an increase in
the degree of belief from �
� to �
� can be called grad�
ual
 So� we can consider the possibility that our degrees
of belief in both A and B gradually increase from �
�
to �
�
 After this increase� the degree of belief in A�B
becomes equal to f����� ���� � ���
 So� we gradually
increased our degrees of belief in A and B� but the re�
sulting degree of belief in A�B �jumped� from �
� to
�
�� skipping the value �
�
 Hence� this function f is
discontinuous


In De	nition ��� we can thus take a � b � ���� a� �
b� � ���� and c � ���
 End of example�

Let us now describe continuous operations with degrees
of belief that correspond to other logical connectives


De	nition �
� By a ��operation on L we mean a
function f � L
 L such that f�T � � F and f�F � � T �

Motivation� This condition simply means that if A is
absolutely true� then �A is absolutely false� and vice
versa


Proposition ��� If L � fF � a� � a� � a� � � � � �
an � Tg is a linearly ordered �nite logic� and f is a
continuous ��operation on L� then f�ai� � an�i�

Comment� We can represent this result in a manner
that is closer to the traditional representation of un�
certainty� if we describe each degree of belief ai by
a real number i�n
 Then� for each truth value a�
f��a� � �� a
 This is exactly the operation originally
proposed by Zadeh
 In other words� not only the ��
and ��operations initially proposed by Zadeh are the
only continuous �� and ��operations� but his negation
operation is the only continuous �not��operation on a
	nite logic


Let us now describe the implication operations


De	nition ��� Let L be a 	nite logic� By an 
�
operation on L we mean a function f� � L � L 
 L
with the following properties�

� f��F� a� � T �

� f��T� a� � a�

� f��a� T � � T �

� f��a� a� � ��

� if a � a�� then f��a� b� � f��a�� b��

Motivations� The intended meaning of the function
f��a� b� is as follows� if we know the degrees of be�
lief a � d�A� and b � d�B� in some statements A and
B� then f��a� b� is a reasonable degree of belief in the
statement A 
 B ��A implies B��
 With this inter�
pretation in mind�

� The 	rst of the above properties states that any�
thing follows from a false statement


� The second property states that to believe that
A follows from an an absolutely true statement is
the same as to believe that A is true� and there�
fore� the corresponding degrees of belief must co�
incide


� The third condition means that a true statement
follows from everything


� The fourth condition means that for any state�
ment A� A follows from A �and therefore� the
degree of belief in A
 A must be equal to T �




� The last condition is related to the third one�
Namely� the third one says that if A is false� then
A 
 B is always true
 Therefore� if for some
reason our degree of belief in a statement A de�
creases �from a� to a�� then our belief that A can
be false will correspondingly increase
 Therefore�
our degree of belief that A
 B is true� will also
increase
 Hence� it is reasonable to demand that
f��a�� b� � f��a� b�


Proposition ��� If L � fF � a� � a� � � � � � an �
Tg is a linearly ordered �nite logic� and f is a continu�
ous 
�operation on L� then f�ai� aj� � amin�n�n�j�i�


Comment� If we describe ai by a real number i�n� then
this 
�operation turns into f�a� b� � min��� �� b� a�


Conclusion� In this section� we formalized the natural
demand that gradual changes in d�A� and d�B� must
lead to gradual changes in our estimate for d�A�B�
�we called it continuity�
 We show that the only con�
tinuous ��operation is min�a� b�
 Likewise� the only
continuous ��operation is max�a� b�� the only continu�
ous �not��operation corresponds to f�a� � �� a� etc


��� Towards a fuzzy arithmetic appropriate for
computing with words

A techniques formalizing the computing�with�words
approach to fuzzy arithmetic was described in ����


� Towards a combination of fuzzy logic and
other soft computing formalisms

Another natural generalization of fuzzy logic is Soft
Computing� an umbrella term which combines fuzzy�
neural� genetic� interval� probabilistic� and other tech�
niques� and which aims at a uni	ed approach in which
each of these techniques would be used for appropriate
niche situations


There exist joint formalisms combining fuzzy with neu�
ral and genetic� but much fewer mathematical re�
sults combine fuzzy with probability and alternative AI
methods such as logic programming
 The correspond�
ing results and directions are described in ���� ��� ���

� Existing and potential applications� a brief
overview

The main goal of this paper is to provide mathematical
foundations for the application�oriented modi	cations
and generalizations of fuzzy technology
 Some of the
described ideas are still being investigated� and they
are not yet ready for practical applications
 However�
some other ideas have already made it to the applica�
tion level
 In this short section� we will brie$y overview

the main areas of these applications� with references to
the papers in which these applications are described in
more detail�

� applications to control ���� ���

� applications to decision making ����� especially
related to image processing ����

� applications to image processing ���� ��� ��� ���
and pattern recognition ���� ���

� applications to data processing� justi	cation of
known heuristic methods ���� ��� and design of
new improved data processing techniques ��� ���

� applications to non�destructive testing ����

� applications to medicine ��� ��� ��� ���

� applications to foundations of physics ���� and

� applications to education ����


Most of our application results came from several
collaboration projects with researchers from di�erent
	elds these application results are presented in the sep�
arate papers presented at this workshop


� Proofs

Proof of Proposition �� To prove this proposition�
we will prove the following two statements�

� that for every �and� and �or� operation f�a� b��
and for every � �� we have rf ��� � � and that

� for min and max� we have rmin��� � rmax��� � �


Let us prove the 	rst statement 	rst


� To prove it for �� we consider b � b� � �
 Then�
f��a� b� � a and f��a

�� b�� � a� hence� according
to De	nition �� if a and a� are ��close� they must
be ��close as well� where � � rf ���
 Thus� we
must have � � rf ��� � �


� Similarly� to prove this statement for �� we con�
sider b � b� � �
 Then� f��a� b� � a and
f��a

�� b�� � a� hence� according to De	nition
�� if a and a� are ��close� they must be ��close
as well� where � � rf ���
 Thus� we must have
� � rf ��� � �


Let us now show that for every �� rmin��� � rmax��� �
�� i
e
� that if a is ��close to a�� and b is ��close to b��
then

� min�a� b� is ��close to min�a�� b��� and

� max�a� b� is ��close to max�a�� b��


To prove these two statements� let us 	rst describe
what it means that two non�negative real numbers are
��close


If one of the two numbers �e
g
� a� is equal to �� then
we have ja � a�j � � � jaj � �� i
e
� ja � a�j � � and
therefore� the second number �a�� is also equal to �




If both numbers are di�erent from �� i
e
� if they are
both positive� then the 	rst inequality means that � �
a � a� � a � � � a
 Adding a to all three sides of this
inequality� we get

��� �� � a � a� � �� � �� � a� ���

Similarly� the second inequality leads to ��� �� � a� � a
and a � ��� �� �a�
 We can divide each part of each of
these inequalities by the coe�cient at a� and thus� get
an equivalent inequality in terms of a��

�

� � �
� a � a� �

�

�� �
� a� ���

Since ��� �� � �� � �� � �� �� � �� we conclude that

�� � �
�

� � �
and � � � �

�

�� �
�

Thus� the two inequalities ��� and ��� are equivalent to
a single two�sided inequality

�

� � �
� a � a� � �� � �� � a�

This inequality is� in its turn� equivalent to �% � A�
A� � % �i
e
� to jA � A�j � %�� where we denoted
a � ln�a�� a� � ln�a��� and % � ln�� � ��


For c � f�a� b�� since ln�x� is a monotonic function� we
have C � min�A�B�� where C � ln�c�
 So� in terms of
A and B� the desired statement is that

if A and A� are absolutely %�close
�i
e
� jA�A�j � %��

and B and B� are absolutely %�close
�i
e
� jB � B�j � %��

then C � min�A�B� and C � � min�A�� B�� are also
absolutely %�close �i
e
� jC � C�j � %�


This statement is indeed known to be true
 Similarly�
we can prove a similar statement for max
 The propo�
sition is proven


Proof of Propositions � and 
� Proposition � can
be viewed as particular case of Proposition �� when P �
fPg� P� � fP �g� and 	 maps P onto P �
 Therefore�
to prove both Propositions � and �� it is su�cient to
prove Proposition �


We will show that under the conditions of Proposition

�� from �
���
P�a � �

���
��P ��a�

and �
���
P�a � �

���
��P ��a�

� we will

be able to conclude that 	�P � � P for all P 	 P�
and that a � a� therefore� we will easily conclude that

�
�n�
P�a � �

�n�
��P ��a� for all n


Indeed� by de	nition of the 	rst membership function�

for every x 	 U � we have �
���
P�a�x� � kP �x�k
 Thus� from

the equality ����P�a � �
���
��P ��a�

� we conclude that for every

P 	 P� we have kP �x�k � k	�P ��x�k for all x 	 U 


Since the uncertainty representation is assumed to be
su�ciently rich� we can conclude that 	�P ��x� � P �x�
for all x 	 U � i
e
� that 	�P � � P for every P 	 P


Let us now show that a � a�� i
e
� that for every w 	
W and for every s 	 S� we have a�w� s� � a��w� s�

Indeed� since P is a non�degenerate class� there exists
a value x 	 U and a property P 	 P for which P �x� �
w
 Let us consider the equality of the second order
membership functions for this very P 
 Since 	�P � � P �

the given equality �
���
P�a � �

���
��P ��a�

can be simpli	ed

into the following form� �
���
P�a � �

���
P�a� 
 Let us consider

this equality for the above�chosen value x �for which
P �x� � w�
 For this x� by de	nition of the second�order

membership function� �
���
P�a�x� � kP �x�ka�� � kwka��

and similarly� �
���
P�a��x� � kP �x�ka�� � kwka��� thus�

kwka�� � kwka���


By de	nition� kwka�� is a function which maps every
value s 	 S into a ��st order degree ka�w� s�ka�� �
ka�w� s�k
 Thus� from the equality of the functions
kwka�� and kwka���� we can conclude that their val�
ues at a given s are also equal� i
e
� that ka�w� s�k �
ka��w� s�k
 Since the uncertainty structure is su��
ciently rich� we conclude that a�w� s� � a��w� s�
 The
proposition is proven


Proof of a comment after Proposition �� Since
P is not non�degenerate� there exists a value w� 	 W
which cannot be represented as P �x� for any x 	 U 

Let us pick arbitrary elements x� 	 U and s� 	 S� and
de	ne a�w� s� and a��w� s� as follows�

� 	rst� we de	ne a�w� s� � a��w� s� for all words
w of the type w � P �x�� namely� we take
a�P �x��� s�� � a��P �x��� s�� � w� and take ar�
bitrary other values for di�erent pairs �w� s� with
w � P �x�

� then� we de	ne a�w� s� and a��w� s� for the re�
maining pairs �w� s�� namely� we take a�w�� s�� �
w�� a

��w�� s�� � P �x�� �� w�� and we de	ne a and
a� arbitrarily for all other pairs �w� s�


Let us show that for thus chosen adequacy functions�
the membership functions of 	rst and second order co�
incide� but the membership functions of the third order
di�er
 Indeed�

� For the �rst order� we have� for every x� ����P�a�x� �

kP �x�k and similarly� �
���
P�a��x� � kP �x�k there�

fore� �
���
P�a�x� � �

���
P�a� �x� for all x
 Hence� �

���
P�a �

�
���
P�a� 


� For the second order� for every x� �
���
P�a�x�

is a function which maps s 	 S into a
value ka�P �x�� s�ka�� � ka�P �x�� s�k
 Similarly�

�
���
P�a��x� is a function which maps s 	 S into

a value ka��P �x�� s�ka��� � ka��P �x�� s�k
 For



words w of the type P �x�� we have de	ned a and
a� in such a way that a�w� s� � a��w� s� there�
fore� ka�P �x�� s�k � ka��P �x�� s�k for all x and s


Thus� ����P�a � �
���
P�a� 


� Finally� let us show that the third order mem�
bership functions di�er
 We will show that the

values of the functions �
���
P�a and �

���
P�a� di�er for

x � x�
 Indeed� by de	nition of the third order
membership function�

� �
���
P�a�x�� is a function which maps every s

into the value ka�P �x��� s�ka��� and

� �
���
P�a��x�� is a function which maps every s

into the value ka��P �x��� s�ka���


To prove that these function are di�erent� it is
su�cient to show that their values di�er for some
values s we will show that they di�er for s � s��
i
e
� that ka�P �x��� s��ka�� �� ka��P �x��� s��ka���

By our construction of a� we have a�P �x��� s�� �
a��P �x��� s�� � w�� so the inequality that we need
to prove takes the form kw�ka�� �� kw�ka���


By de	nition� kw�ka�� is a function which maps
every value s 	 S into ka�w�� s�ka�� � ka�w�� s�k

Similarly� kw�ka��� is a function which maps every
value s 	 S into ka��w�� s�ka�� � ka��w�� s�k
 For
s�� according to our construction of a and a�� we
have a�w�� s�� � w� �� P �x�� � a��w�� s��
 Thus�
since the uncertainty representation is su�ciently
rich� we conclude that ka�w�� s��k �� ka��w�� s��k�
and therefore� that kw�ka�� �� kw�ka��� and

�
���
P�a � �

���
P�a� 


The statement is proven


Proof of Proposition �� To prove this Proposition�
we must prove the two properties of a crisp ordering


If a � b� i
e
� if d�a� b� � �� then due to De	nition ���
� � d�b� a� � d�a� b� � �
 Hence� d�b� a� � �� �
 But
� � ���� so� ��� � ���� and d�b� a� � ��� � ��� � ��
d�b� a� � �� and b �� a


If a � b and b � c� then d�a� b� � �� d�b� c� � �� and�
due to De	nition ��� d�a� c� � min�d�a� b�� d�b� c�� � �

The proposition is proven


Proof of Proposition �� The 	rst part of this propo�
sition trivially follows from De	nition ��
 So� let us
prove the second and the third parts
 We will prove
the second part the third is proven similarly


Assume that d�a� b� � � and d�b� c� � �� and let us
prove that d�a� c� � �
 Indeed� from Proposition ��
it follows that d�a� c� � � � ���
 So all three values
d�a� b�� d�b� c�� and d�a� c� are � ���
 Due to De	nition
��� ��d�a� b� � min���d�a� c�� d�b� c��
 Since d�a� c� �
���� we conclude that ��d�a� c� � ��� � d�b� c� there�
fore� min���d�a� c�� d�b� c�� � ��d�a� c�� and the above

inequality turns into �� d�a� b� � � � d�a� c�� which is
equivalent to d�a� c� � d�a� b�
 But d�a� b� � � there�
fore� d�a� c� � �� i
e
� a� c
 The proposition is proven


Proof of Proposition ��

�o
 Let us 	rst prove that every element a 	 L can be
connected to T by a 	nite chain T � a� � a� � � � ��
ak � a �k � ��


Indeed� if a � T � then we already have a chain� with
k � �


If a �� T � then according to our de	nition of a 	nite
logic� we have a � T 
 If a � T � then we have a chain
a� � T � a� � a
 If a �� T � then� according to the
de	nition of �� it means that there exists a c such
that T � c � a
 If T � c� and c � a� then we have a
desired chain
 Else� we can insert additional elements
in between them� etc


On each step of this procedure� we either have a chain�
or we can insert more elements into a sequence T �
a� � a� � � � � � an � a
 Since there are only 	nitely
many elements in the set L� and all ai are di�erent�
this insertion cannot go on forever
 Therefore� sooner
or later� it will stop� and we will get the desired chain


�o
 Let us now prove that f�a� a� � a for every a 	 L


Indeed� suppose that a 	 L is given
 According to �o�
there exists a chain T � a� � a� � � � �� ak � a that
connects T and a


If k � �� then a � T � and f�T� T � � T follows from the
properties of an ��operation


So� we can assume that k � �
 We will prove that
f�a� a� � a by reduction to a contradiction
 Indeed�
suppose that f�a� a� �� a
 Hence� f�a�� a�� � a�� and
f�ak� ak� �� ak
 Let us denote by p the smallest integer
for which f�ap� ap� �� ap
 From this de	nition of p it
follows� in particular� that f�ap��� ap��� � ap��


Since f is an ��operation� we can conclude that
f�ap� ap� � ap
 Since f�ap� ap� �� ap �by the choice
of p�� we conclude that f�ap� ap� � ap


Therefore� we have ap � ap��� and f�ap� ap� � ap �
ap�� � f�ap��� ap���� i
e
� f is discontinuous �here�
a � b � ap� a

� � b� � ap��� and c � ap�
 However� we
assumed that f is continuous


This contradiction proves that f�a� a� cannot be di�er�
ent from a� so f�a� a� � a for all a


�o
 Let us prove that L is linearly ordered� i
e
� for
every two elements a� b 	 L� either a � b� or a � b� or
b � a




Indeed� let us take a� b 	 L
 Following �o� we will form
chains T � a� � a� � � � � � ak � a� and T � b� �
b� � � � � � bl � b
 Let us denote by p the biggest
integer for which ap and bp are both de	ned and equal
to each other �ap � bp�


If p � k � l� then a � ak � ap � bp � bl � b� i
e
�
a � b


If p � k �� l� then a � ak � bp � bp�� � � � �� bl � b�
therefore a � bp�� � � � � � bl � b� and a � b


Likewise� if p � l �� k� then b � a


Let us prove that the remaining case when p � k
and p � l� is impossible
 Indeed� in this case�
both ap�� and bp�� are de	ned and di�erent from
each other
 Since f is an ��operation� we can con�
clude that f�ap��� bp��� � ap�� and f�ap��� bp��� �
f�bp��� ap��� � bp��


The 	rst inequality means that we have two possibili�
ties� f�ap��� bp��� � ap��� and f�ap��� bp��� � ap��

We will show that in both cases� we have a contradic�
tion


Suppose 	rst that f�ap��� bp��� � ap��
 We already
know that f�ap��� bp��� � bp��� so ap�� � bp��
 We
chose p in such a way that ap�� �� bp�� �and ap � bp��
therefore ap�� � bp��
 So� ap�� � bp�� � bp � ap

The existence of the intermediate value bp�� contra�
dicts the assumption that ap�� � ap
 So� in this case�
we have a contradiction


Let us now consider the case when f�ap��� bp��� �
ap��
 Since ap � bp �because of our choice of p�� and
f�a� a� � a for all a �this we have proved�� we have
f�ap�� � bp��� � ap�� � ap � f�ap� ap� � f�ap � bp�

Therefore� in this case� ap�� � ap� bp�� � ap� and
f�ap�� � bp��� � ap�� � f�ap� bp�
 Hence� we have
a proof that f is discontinuous �with a � ap��� b �
bp��� a

� � ap� b
� � bp� and ap�� � c�
 This contradicts

to our assumption that f is continuous


Summarizing� in both cases the assumption that p � k
and p � l led us to a contradiction
 So� either p � k� or
p � l� in which cases� as we have already proved� either
a � b� or a � b� or b � a
 We have thus proved that L
is linearly ordered


�o
 It now remains to prove that f�a� b� � min�a� b� for
all a� b


Since L is 	nite and linearly ordered� we can order all
its elements into a sequence F � a� � a� � � � � �
an�� � an � T 
 So� each element of L has the form ai�
and ai � aj if and only if i � j


In these terms� it is necessary to prove that f�ai� aj� �
amin�i�j�
 If i � j� this follows from �o
 Let us now

consider the case� when i � j� and prove that in this
case� f�ai� aj� � ai


Let us 	x j
 For every i� the value of f�ai� aj� 	 L is
equal to ak for some k
 Let us denote this k by ��i�

So� in these denotations� f�ai� aj� � a��i�
 The desired
equality can be then expressed as ��i� � i for all i � j


We already know the value of this function ��i� for
i � � and i � j� Indeed� since f is an ��operation� we
have f�T� aj� � T � i
e
� in our notations� f�a�� aj� � a��
hence ���� � �
 From �o� it follows that f�aj � aj� � aj�
so ��j� � j


Since f is an ��operation� it is monotonically non�
decreasing� hence � is also non�decreasing� � � ���� �
���� � ���� � � � � � ��j� � j


Since ai � ai��� and f is continuous� there cannot be
a gap between F �ai� and F �ai���
 Therefore� for each
i� we must either have ��i � �� � ��i�� or ��i � �� �
��i� � �
 Since

j � j � � � ��j� � ���� �

���j�� ��j � ��� � � � �� ������ ����� � ������ ������

the number j is the sum of j di�erences� each of which
is � �
 If one of these di�erences was smaller than ��
then the entire sum would be smaller than j
 Since
this sum is equal to j� none of these di�erences can be
smaller than �
 Therefore� ��i� ��� ��i� � � for all i

This equality is equivalent to ��i � �� � ��i� � �


So� we have ���� � �� and ��i � �� � ��i� � � for all
i � j
 From this� we can conclude �using mathematical
induction�� that ��i� � i for all i � j
 By de	nition
of � this means that f�ai� aj� � a��i� � ai� i
e
� that
f�a� b� � min�a� b�


If i � j� then the desired equality follows from the fact
that f is commutative �f�ai� aj� � f�aj � ai��� and so
this case is reduced to the previous one
 The proposi�
tion is proven


Comment� The ideas of this proof are similar to the
proofs from ��� ���


Proof of Proposition � is similar� with the only dif�
ference that we must use F instead of T � � instead of
�� and � instead of �


Proof of Proposition ��� For every ai 	 L� f�ai� �
ak for some k
 Let us denote this k by ��i�
 In
these terms� f�ai� � a��i�
 The de	nition of a nega�
tion operation means that ���� � n� and ��n� � �

Continuity means that for each i� since ai � ai���
there cannot be anything in between a��i� � f�ai�
and a��i��� � f�ai���
 In other words� there cannot
be anything in between ��i� and ��i � ��
 So� ��i�



and ��i � �� must either coincide� or be neighbors�
j��i������i�j � �
 In particular� ��i������i� � ��


Now� the di�erence ��n� � ���� � � � n � �n can be
represented as

�n � ��n� � ���� � ���n� � ��n � ����

� � �� ����� � ����� � ����� � ������

So� �n is represented as the sum of n terms each of
which is � ��
 If one of them was greater than ���
then the entire sum would have been greater than �n

Since this sum is equal to �n� we can conclude that all
the terms in this sum are exactly equal to��� ��i����
��i� � ��
 Therefore� ���� � n� and ��i��� � ��i���
for all i
 From these two conditions� one can easily
conclude that ��i� � n � i
 Hence� f�ai� � a��i� �
an�i
 The proposition is proven


Proof of Proposition ��� For every i and j� the
value f�ai� aj� belongs to L and is� therefore� equal to
ak for some k
 Let us denote this k by h�i� j�� so that
f�ai� aj� � ah�i�j�


We will consider two cases� i � j� and i � j


Let us 	rst assume that i � j
 According to the def�
inition of an 
�operation� f�aj � aj� � T � an� and
f�F� aj� � f�a�� aj� � T � an
 In terms of h� it
means that h�j� j� � n� and h��� j� � n
 From the
	fth property of an
�operation� we can conclude that
h��� j� � h��� j� � � � � � h�j � �� j� � h�j� j�
 Since
h��� j� � h�j� j� � n� we can conclude that all the
terms in this inequality are equal to n� i
e
� h�i� j� � n
if i � j


Let us now consider the case� when i � j
 According
to the de	nition of an 
�operation� for every j� we
have f�T� aj � � aj� and f�aj � aj� � �
 In terms of h�
this turns into h�n� j� � j and h�j� j� � n
 Since f
is continuous� we can conclude �just like we did in the
proofs of Theorems � and �� that jh�i��� j��h�i� j�j �
�
 So� the di�erence between h�n� j� and h�j� j� that is
equal to j�n � ��n�j�� can be represented as the sum
of n�j di�erences h�i��� j��h�i� j� �j � i � n�� each
of which is � ��
 If one of these di�erences was � ���
then the entire sum would be � ��n � j�
 Therefore�
all these di�erence are equal to ��
 So� h�j� j� � n�
and for i � j� h�i � �� j� � h�i� j� � �
 Therefore� for
i � j� we have h�i� j� � n � �i � j� � n� j � i


Combining the cases i � j and i � j� we get the desired
formula
 The proposition is proven
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